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1. Introduction 
There are research papers about evolutionary synthesis of 

anthropogenic systems (AGS), which appear as a result of direct 
human activity [1]. Nonviable systems is a result of neglecting by 
technical specialists of research the general laws of development of 
system (in particular AGS), analysis of obstacles and contradictions 
which appear in process of development AGS. 

There are some positive results in creation metalworking 
equipment and their components and also electro-mechanical 
systems, in particular, electric drive, which was achieved by 
scientists of “Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” by using genetic-
morphological approach [2, 5]. These results were used for creation 
new clamping mechanism (CM) of automatic lathes. CM has 
significant impact on the productivity and quality of processing of 
automatic lathes, whilst drive of clamping mechanism (DC) 
determines (as basic element CM) such characteristic of CM as: 
kinematical, forces, energetic [4] etc. So, characteristic of CM have 
an impact on the intensity of cutting conditions, which determines 
the expenses of basic time of processing; speed of clamping and 
unclamping that determines spending of auxiliary processing time; 
stability and reliability clamp’s forces, which determines the 
opportunity and quality of processing of uncalibrated and thin-
walled workpieces, limits of cutting speed and reliability of 
machine tool; quality of surface and precision of detail; energy 
spend.  

At this time, majority of DC has traditional construction that is 
obstacle to development of lathe’s structure whole. Existing 
methods of creation DC are suitable mostly for adaptation of known 
technical structures to new “condition of work” therefore all 
possibilities for technical systems development aren’t not used now. 
Therefore, heuristic potential of design’s science provide us only 
the several new varieties of structural of DC. The solutions of these 
problems require new scientific conclusions about principals of 
structure’s organization of DC. Genetic conception of building DC 
can provide us also possibility for using new approaches to solve 
the problems related with found and creating constructions of DC 
on a new levels of structural organization. Therefore development 
of research on this direction opens the possibility to change level 
representation of synthesis (creation) from slice-object to systematic 
scientific-predictive one.  

 
2. Preconditions and means for resolving the 
problem    
CM has common structure and functional scheme which is 

independent from construction form, destination and scheme of 
work, there are represented in research papers. Structure of CM 
includes such units as source of energy (E), energy converter (EC), 
control unit (CU), DC which include gear-amplifying mechanism 
(GAM) and springy section (SS), clamping chucks (CC) or device 
with GAM, corps, auxiliary and clamping elements (CE) for direct 
fixing of the object clamp (OC) such as detail (several details), tool 
or work unit.  

E can be common for whole lathe or individual, only for CM. 
Energetic characteristics of E can be power of electromotor, 

hydraulic pumps, hydraulic motor, compressor, vacuum-pump; 
force of elasticity of spring, the magnetic interaction, centrifugal 
forces; impulse of force of DC of impulse and explosive action, 
pressure etc. CU manages cycle of working the whole system CM 
accordingly for cycle of working the whole lathe, and connected 
with  DC, CC, E and GAM. 

DC can make clamping or/and unclamping. In this case other 
function, processing by force of springy or centrifugal forces, fore 
example, clamping is making by spring whilst unclamping is 
making by using hydraulic motor. 

 
3. Common thoughts to genetical-morfological 
description of  DC  
Structure of DC is known to be three-dimensional, it provides 

many possible variations of spatial configurations and variety of 
forms and numbers of active elements and power flows. So, 
structure of DC is determined by spatial geometry and topology of 
interconnected power contours and power flows. Therefore, the 
research of the principles of structural organization DC is directly 
related to the analysis of the spatial geometry of power contours 
that determines the type, order placement and relative orientation of 
elements to convert and transfer energy. Accordingly to basics rules 
of genetic-morphological approach [1, 2] to creation and 
development technical object, DC can be described on a different 
levels of organization such as genetic, chromosome, object, species, 
population, system, intersystem. Accordingly to the genetic 
approach [6] for describing DC on a chromosome level, it is 
necessary to use elementary force flow with counting that 

1. Several forces or energetic flows on input and output can 
exist.  

2. The input and output flows of force (power) can be the 
similar and different and include the limit quantity of its types and 
has limit set of variations of its spatial configurations (coordinate 
movements). 

3. Force flows can be from inner source (actually) and outer 
source (force of elasticity of spring, the magnetic interaction, 
centrifugal forces) 

4. Connection of some force flows can be sequential, parallel, 
parallel-sequential. 

5. Quantity of GAM (wedge, spiral, lever, gearings, screw, 
plunger, spring) between input and output of force’s flows of DC is 
limited.  

6. There is possible combination of converters of force flows 
in DC and CC, there is possible just one converter for CM, if DC 
functions is processed by CC 

7. Transmission and transformation force’s flows can occur in 
different environments (solid body, electromagnetic field, liquid 
flowing medium, air and vacuum medium, constant magnetic field, 
thermal field, centrifugal force). 

The basic criteria that determine the structural organization of 
DC are characteristics of GAM, that change the characteristics of 
the input power flow according due to certain laws, provide 
appearance and support for the stress state (force field) CM for a 
law of functioning. So, conceptually DC is an intermediate 
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transformer power flows (energy in the form of power flow) among 
E, EC and CE (Fig. 1, a). 

In other words, if abstractly imagine CM, which does not exist 
now but which should be create, the model of power (energy) flows 
will consist of two elementary power flows: one in DC F0(M0) – 
F1(M1), and other in CC F1(M1) – F2  without specifying coordinate 
direction of forces (torque) for input and output. 

In this case, the full flow from energy sources E through 
converters EC to object clamp OC will be written in the form of 
genetic formula CM, as interaction of three material points (genes 
О, О1, О2) (Fig. 1, b) 

F0(M0) – F1(M1) – F2 
where on chromosomal level for DC genetic code is F0(M0) – 

F1(M1), and for CC – F1(M1) – F2. 
 

а)  
 

Enter Odo   enter – exit Od1 

b)   
 

Exit Od2 

 
 
As for the CC on the object level elemental power contour can 

be locked open, locked closed, open-circuited, and combinations in 
DC elementary power circuit may be of closure, and in the DC 
elemental power contour can  have different circuiting, forces and 
not elastic (open contour that is always connected with the source 
and converters of power); elastic force (due to the potential energy 
of the elastic element, such as spring package); geometric, when 
disconnected from energy sources and tension of elastic system of 
mechanism; frictional with self–braking; combination [4]. 

Power contour denoted 1, 0 on top after writing the genetic 
code in square brackets (Table. 1). 

 
4. Solving the problem of description of DC   
There are several types of energy flows which can be used in 

DC such as mechanical, electromagnetic, moving environments 
(hydro-pneumatic), and combinations, which determine the type of 
energy flow (solid interaction, electromagnetic interaction, the 
pressure of moving environments) [6]. Thus in the CM and 
particularly in DC it’s possible to use different environments and 
fields in the flow of power as follows: 

MSB (mechanical solid body) – mechanical transmission and 
converters in which using solid body; 

EMF (electromagnetic field) – electromagnetic fields, that 
acting directly or in composition (structure) of electromechanical 
transmission and transformation; 

LFM (liquid flowing medium) – liquid-fluid and viscous 
environment for the transmission and transformation (change of 
flow parameters); 

AVM (air and vacuum medium) – gas (air) environment for 
the transmission and transformation, including the vacuum; 

CMF (constant magnetic field) – magnetic attraction and 
repulsion field; 

TRF (thermal field) – heat flows, that cause the appearing 
forces of thermal expansion (narrowing) of the substance; 

CFF (centrifugal force) – centrifugal force while rotating 
unbalanced masses (parts). 

At this stage of development the CM of lathes most widely 
used DC mechanical type. In its executive part (GAM) DC existing 
mechanical type has geometric prototype (model), number of 
species which are limited (Fig. 2), such as lever, wedge, plunger,  

а)   b)    

c)   d)  

e)   f)   

 g)  
Fig. 2. Variants of mechanical power converters DC lathe 

machine: а – lever (LV); b – wedge (WD); c – spiral (SP); d – 
gearings (GR); e – screw (SC); f – plunger (PL); g – spring (SR). 

 
Table 1: Definitions of force contour 

Clamping chucks (CC) Drive of clamping mechanism (DC) 
Type of contour Marking Type of closure Marking 

locked closed [1] geometric [1] 
locked open 1 friction 1 
open-circuited 0 force inelastic 0 
combined: locked–open–circuited [1],0; 1,0 force elastic [0] 
combined: open–locked 0,1; 0,[1] combined: geometric – силове непружне [1],0; 0,[1] 
  combined: geometric – friction [1],1; 1,[1] 
  combined: geometric – force elastic [1],[0]; [0],[1] 
  combined: friction – force elastic 1,[0]; [0],1 
  combined: friction - force inelastic 1,0; 0,1 

Fig.1. Generalized 
structure (a) and model of 
power (energy) flows (b) in 
clamping mechanism: E – 
source of energy; EC – energy 
converter; DC – drive of clamp; 
CC – clamping chucks; OC – 
object clamp. 

EC DC CC ОC 
Е F0(M0) F1(M1) F2 
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spiral, gear, screw, spring. Number of power converters of flows 
and their types (listed) can be different and combine. In accordance 
to DC mechanical execution input and output power flows in the 
form of forces and torque can exist. Evidently, there is possibility of 
DC existence, power flows of which are arranged in three-
dimensional space and have a different set of coordinate 
movements. To identify new types DC is appropriate to analyze 
options for spatial location and relative orientation of the input and 
output power flows. 

Since the output unit of DC of lathe is always situated in the 
spindle that rotates with CC, is appropriate to mark forces and 
torque in cylindrical coordinates instead of Cartesian (in brackets 
according to Figure 1): 

Fа(Fх) – axial force along the axis of rotation of the spindle 
(OC); 

Fr(Fy) – radial force perpendicular to the axis of rotation of 
OC; 

Ft(Fz) – tangential force tangential to the cylindrical surface of 
revolution OC; 

Ma(Mx) – torque around the axis of rotation ОC; 
Mr(My) – torque around the axis (radius) which is 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation ОC; 
Mt(Mz) – torque around the axis which is tangent to the 

cylindrical surface of rotation ОC. 
Generative system of elementary power (energy) flows can be 

represented as two matrices [6] full of "genetic information", where 
each element of one (input) matrix МEN is associated with an 
element of another (outgoing) МEX by the rules as there are defined 
by the laws of functioning of the mechanism. This variant  of 
representation of possible "genetic" information models DC is not 
very convenient to find new structures DC that contains a large 
number of "not suitable" for the true state of technological 
equipment options from the total number – Nf = 12 • 12 = 144. For 
DC of existing technological equipment for rotating bodies are 
possible options that can be presented by using next matrix: 
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which gives N′f =12·4=48 
 
5. Using the results of research in unit of lathe 
machines construction 
If the input and output power flow DC located on the spindle 

node, the number of variants is reduced to N''f = 4 • 4 = 16. So from 
(1) can be selected (combined) four possible classes DC 
notwithstanding the direction of the force (torque): 

1) with axial input and output efforts (Fa0 – Fa1);  
2) with axial input and output torque effort (Fa0 – Ma1);  
3) with torque input and axial output efforts (Ma0 – Fa1);  
4) with torque input and output efforts (Ma0 – Ma1). 

М′′′ EN =
0

0

a

a

M
F  ⇒М′′′ EX =

1

1

a

a

M
F   (2) 

Structure of DC of 1st class (Fig. 3a) is well represented in the 
existing DC of domestic and foreign lathe machines and is the 
"classic".  Structures of 2nd (Fig. 3b), 3rd (Fig. 3 a) and 4th (Fig. 3 
d) classes hardly used in the design of DC. With the participation of 
authors developed DC with electromagnetic way to transfer input 
force which belongs to the 3rd grade. 

Considering the fact, that in the each class a significant number 
of designs and variants of execution of DC can be offered, it is 
possible to assert about the feasibility of using genetic–
morphological approach while of new structures and technical 
facilities in particular DC creating (and in this case it is also 
advisable to use the term "detection"). Conditional embodiments of 

the structures of each of the classes can be represented as follows: 

а)       b)   

c)        d)  
Fig. 3 Variants of structural schemes of detected classes DC 

for turning machines and CNC machines.  
 
Location DC as a part of spindle unit depends on the design 

features and elements of the machine tool spindle (it's concerned 
with the requirements of the technological capabilities of the 
machine tool), the method of filing (supplying) of the input force 
(power flow) and joining the unit of controls. Characteristics of 
machine tool spindle and type of interaction DC and CC (through 
spindle or directly to the CC hull), which defines the structure 
(configuration) CM, depends on the case, taken into account 
(tabl.1). At the object level basic power contour, which has different 
types and depends on the method of keeping the stress condition in 
the CM by inputted efforts, geometric circuit, self-braking, 
accumulation of energy in the form of elasticity forces, and as 
combination of these ways is used as heir-chromosome. On the 
structure of the power circuit DC options, when power flows are 
converting parallel, sequential and parallel-serial "ways" can be 
selected 

Due to the regularities, which were found, as a result of 
research and genetic–morphological approach, existing CM (Figure 
4) "classic" design is described. 
 

a)  
 

b) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) [ ]1

21

1
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/

1
/
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c) ( )2211

/
10 rara FWDFLVFWDFMSB −−−−−−  

 

d)  
 

Fig. 4 CM for cylindrical details with collet CC and DC with 
wedge-lever transmitting-amplification mechanism and geometric 
locking: a – basic scheme; b – genetic formula for chromosomal 
level; c – genetic morphological formula at the population level; d 
– structural formula. 

 
6. Conclusion  

1. A new approach to methodology of solving the problem of 
innovative character in the field of creating DC on the basis 
regularities of genetic theory of evolution of technical systems is 
proposed. The feasibility of using the said theory for the synthesis 
of new designs DC is confirmed. 

2. Identification is done and process is provided for coding 
genetic information which used in the synthesis DC by using 
genetic theory of development. There is proposed the classification 
of "spatial compositions", input and output force flows in DC for 
CM which rotating, according to which the maximum number of 
structures DC of the possible options of the spatial location of the 

WD1 LV WD2 CL 0aF  1
/
rF  Fa1 2rF  

Вхід1 
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input and output force flows equal 48. 
3. There is proposed the classification energy converters and 

carriers of power flows in DC, which amount to a limited number of 
types. Thus in mechanical type, there are seven type for power 
converters and seven types of media power flows, that can be used 
in DC at the present level of technological development. 

4. Basic provisions of genetical–morphological synthesis DC 
that is a prerequisite to create an algorithm of direct search for new 
kinds of DC of basic level for a given objective function is 
developed. "Spatial composition" of power flows that contain in its 
composition torques, not implemented in existing DC is found. 
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